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1.
A warm welcome to the June Edition of our Monthly Magazine .As always ,with thanks
for all articles and contributions .There is so much happening that editing down to the main/key
items was a little bit difficult.
Best Wishes :

Mike Morrice
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2. 1. Overview / News Summary.
The Association of Controls Management --- Website/News Updates (June-2019)
Copies of monthly news-letter is available at http://www.taocm.co.uk/
Main Website updates include –
- Looking for a job , upload your’ cv so employers can find you at http://www.taocm.co.uk/
- Looking for a job , hundreds of new jobs posted every day at http://www.taocm.co.uk/
- Looking for an extensive library of free Planning/Controls info http://www.taocm.co.uk/
- Looking for Free Planning/Controls training videos at http://www.taocm.co.uk/
- Looking for Free copies of all International Planning Standards http://www.taocm.co.uk/
- Looking for Free/Discount Planning/Controls training/CPD http://www.taocm.co.uk/
- Looking for Rules & Ethical Standards at http://www.taocm.co.uk/
- Looking for Membership info’/How to apply for Membership at http://www.taocm.co.uk/
- Looking for Company/Employer International Standards at http://www.taocm.co.uk/
- Looking for current Planning/Controls Research Projects at http://www.taocm.co.uk/
- Looking for your’ nearest Area Rep’ at http://www.taocm.co.uk/
Other Updates include –
-

The Project Controls ECITB Trailblazer Apprenticeship scheme has now been launched (read details inside)
The Association Guidelines for Employers to comply with the International Standards/Seek Accreditation are now
available at http://www.taocm.co.uk/
Project Controls formally recognized as a separate/defined profession (not part of/or subset of some other profession)
The Employers Symposium Event is now open ,book your place now... (more details to follow)
We still need a few Area Rep's ; so if you want to take part , then please let us know ?.
Finally , for those that want to become members , then go to our website at http://www.taocm.co.uk routes to
membership page and follow instructions there
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Routes to Membership – (How To Apply for Membership)

Whether you are just starting out in Planning and Controls , or have already been working in Planning
and Controls and gained lots of experience/training ; there is a route to Membership for you .
See where you will fit at http://www.taocm.co.uk/routes-to-membership.html
Why is this important for you ? .
Simply because most employers and larger companies are including "Proper Professional
Accreditation" as a key requirement in their job advertisements.
So what do you need to do ?.
1) Professional Membership :- If you have significant experience in planning and controls . Or if you
have existing qualifications. Typically those enrolling on the programme will have worked in a planning
and controls role for 5 years or more , plus hold no formal qualifications , or have a technical
qualification such as HND/HNC/BSc. For more details , and to make initial application go to
http://www.taocm.co.uk/initial-application-form.html
2) Training Courses - (ECITB,20|20 - Planning & Controls Certificate/s :- Gaining the ECITB,20|20
planning & controls certificate gives you a professional qualification that is industry recognised ,and will
provide you with the skills to perform planning & controls at management levels. These courses are
specifically for entry into and progression in the planning & controls profession .These courses are for
you if --- - You are working in planning & controls and aiming to progress to a management role. - Or
You have a degree in a non-planning subject and are employed in planning & controls. - Or You are a
forces leaver , with supervisory experience and want to work in planning & controls. - Or You have no
previous qualification or experience but wish to become trained , in order to get ahead .
For more details ,and to make initial enquiries go to http://www.taocm.co.uk/1b--20-20---ecitbplanning---controls-training.html
Why is this important for you ? . Simply because most employers and larger companies are including
"Proper Professional Accreditation" as a key requirement in their job advertisements.
For more info' go to http://www.taocm.co.uk/home.html
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4. The Association’s New Guidelines for Managing/Controlling Projects
available at http://www.taocm.co.uk/a--planning-library.html
Fairly comprehensive and fully aligned with ISO Standards ; the only Planning and Controls
Guidance Document/s that are 100% aligned with proper International Standards and recognised in over
188 Countries Worldwide
For more information , how to apply to become a member , go to http://www.taocm.co.uk
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5. ECITB/20|20 Project Controls Qualifications - (Industry wide/UK-Gov accredited)

The ECITB Trailblazer Project Controls Apprenticeship was formally launched last November.
The significance of this is ; that the ECITB courses are the only Project Controls training that have been vetted
and accredited to UK-Gov' standards .The addition of the new Apprenticeship allows access to proper
training ,with low entry level requirements but , after training (the higher training units) are equivalent to
BSc/MSc degree level . With this type of training ,on the job experience is gained right alongside the academic
and computer training .For any companies in the UK-Gov' training Levy scheme , there are extremely good
incentives offered (look on ECITB website for details) .
The ECITB training courses are ,the only courses available which correctly recognise Project Controls as a
separate/unique Profession ; and not as a sub-set of any other profession.
One of the biggest complaints from all planning and controls professionals was that there was no formal training
or recognition for the profession .The ECITB have answered that call .Now there is .
For details on all ECITB Courses go to https://www.ecitb.org.uk/Training-Services/Project-ManagementControls/Project-Controls
NB :- Further details of the new Industry Standard training courses and approved training providers 20|20,will be
formally announced via the official independant professional organisation (The Association of Controls
Management)
For information on routes to Professional Membership / Membership assessments go to
http://www.taocm.co.uk/home.html
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6. TAOCM Interim Results

One of The Associations main purposes is to "Drive forward and champion the best industry standards and
practices"..and "Provide professional recognition/accreditation for both Professional Controls Managers
and ,subordinate functions (i.e. Planning/Document Controls/etc)"
Our 4th Quarter/Interim progress results are as follows 



For Applicants , who took the initial assessment ,approx' 22% passed ,approx' 78% failed and of those approx' 5%
were borderline fails .Over 62% of Applicants expressed a desire to improve.(NB :- the majority of applicants who
failed the assessment already have certificates from non-accredited trainers or/and software companies)
For Employers , who took the initial assessment ,approx' 17% passed ,approx' 83% failed , there were no
borderline employer fails .Under 54% of Employers expressed a desire to improve. (NB :- The majority of
employers expressed interest ,not only in company systems/process and procedures but ,also in having their
planning and controls staff properly trained and accredited and , going forward ensuring that any new planning
and controls staff being recruited that it will be a key requirement that they are already properly trained and
accredited)

The number of applicants was 3,153 and the number of employers was 183 .These are relatively small numbers
compared to the number of people and employers who either use or/and sell planning and controls services.
Therefore ,this may not accurately reflect the wider industry position .However ,these findings do align with
similar research/surveys carried out by various other industry professionals .Interestingly ,of those who passed the
overwhelming majority were either from a Petro-Chem' background or are consultants or consultancy
businesses.Conversely ,the overwhelming majority of those who failed were with companies or company types
who also failed.
Visible improvements in the 9 Months would include 



The ECITB have introduced a Planning and Controls Apprenticeship scheme to sit alongside their existing Planning
and Controls training courses (Credit to the guys at Costain who drove this , and the small army of Industry
specialists who gave their efforts to make this happen) .This is a huge development , as these are the only training
course for Planning and Controls that is underwritten/accreditted by the UK-Gov'.
The majority of employers expressed interest ,not only in company systems/process and procedures but ,also in
having their planning and controls staff properly trained and accredited and , going forward ensuring that any new
planning and controls staff being recruited that it will be a key requirement that they are already properly trained
and accredited

This is a brief/interim summary ,more details/updates will be provided as they become available and,in our
regular Monthly Members News-Letters.
http://www.taocm.co.uk
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7. The National Employers Symposium for 2019

The Association of Controls Management Announces (TAOCM is a non-profit organisation and as such there are no costs associated with this event , it is free to enter
and , free to attend)
Attendance is not restricted to existing members , this is an OPEN forum to interact with Major Employers.
So , if you would care to learn how most major employers are developing their planning and controls , then this
is the symposium for you.
To attend , simply apply on the form below .
http://www.taocm.co.uk/the-acm-annual-employers-symposium.html
{NB :- The Employers Symposium details , will feature displays/presentations/and Key-Note Speakers along with
the Employer presentations themselves}.
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8. Records : Planning for Success…… and Failure

Article by Kevin Morgan
So, you’ve just started a new project, and one of the first things you do is make a plan (well hopefully anyway). Of course, this plan
should set out what you intend to complete, how you plan to do it, and in what sequence. This, of course, is based on you completing
the works successfully.
However, as you move through the project, things happen that change the way you planned on delivering the works. For various
reason, there is always at least some small changes on every project. So who is liable for this? Who is likely to lose out financially? In
theory, if you don’t know, then it could be your project team!
So how do you prevent this dilemma, or keep tabs on who is liable to pay? The following key principles provide guidance on this;
 Clear Communications
 Change in the project is common, however, being clear on what that change consists of is vital. People move on from projects,
meaning what was said in an email two years ago may be open to interpretation now. Having clear and concise forms of
communication is vital. Likewise, having a structure to your communications is also very important. Starting a chain of emails,
then starting a new one on a new chain makes it harder to trace back through the topic history.
 When using emails, or any other document control systems, it is useful to have clear subject lines to make it easier to search
through records later.
 Be specific in your subject title as well as the body of the communication. Don’t use elaborate words if you don’t need to, and
don’t waffle on!
 Records - write like your writing the next big novel?
 Site diaries, meeting minutes, delivery notes all count as good records. When filling out site diaries it is especially useful to
note what the planned works were and what resources were intended on being used. If you have this information clearly
listed out, then you have your ‘baseline’ to monitor against. Then, when undertaking the works, you can see what the
variance there is between the planned and actual. This also provides an opportunity to note why there is a difference. Having
this noted at the time of the event allows great advantage when filing a claim for delay or disruption. This can be the
difference between a successful claim, or a fundamental loss!
 Likewise, for every meeting between stakeholders, and even internal teams, there should always be accurate meeting
minutes taken. These minutes must be factual based, free from emotional opinions. Whether you take the minutes or not,
they should always be checked, and of course, action where appropriate. Just because the client took the minutes, doesn’t
mean they represent your view on what was said in the meeting. Mistakes do happen, accidentally, meetings can move
quickly, or some technical information was discussed and misunderstood by less experienced team members.
 Regular journals are also a good idea. Making a decision today may seem like the right idea, but if it turns out not to be, you
can always look back through your journals to gain an understanding on why you made the decision 2 years ago. It may be
that you were relying on information that turned out to be incorrect, but you didn’t know it at the time. Journals will remind
you why you did, what you did.
 Photographs - Be the David Bailey of your project?
 Photographic evidence provides fantastic opportunity to back up your claim
 Photographs are factual based evidence. They are clear and concise (depending on your photographic skills). Photographs can
capture works in the exact condition the works were in at the time, meaning you cannot mis-interrupt them.
 Take as many photos as you can, as often as you can…they will pay off in the long run
 Appropriately updated programmes
 Delays happen. Documenting what the impact of changes/ delays are on your remaining works is vital. Also, try to do this as
close to the event as possible, this ensures clarity, plus if further changes arise, you're already on top of the current situation.
 Keeping the programme up-to-date with latest progress and change is really useful. Likewise, updating it regularly and saving
a copy of this is very useful as it allows you to review the works at a later date should you be challenged on anything.
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Impacting a delay without progressing the actual works completed is not a realistic impact, meaning a claim can fall apart
before it has even started..
As you can see, these few key ingredients can be fundamental when it comes to delay claims. Keep on top of these items, and the
number of disputes should dramatically reduce. Don’t get me wrong, these won’t prevent or cure delays/ claims, but with the hard
facts to hand, resolving these matters is far more straightforward, thus reducing the disputes.
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9. Is your organization the next Titanic ? ,or will you anticipate the iceberg ?

Is your organisation the next Titanic? Or will you anticipate the iceberg?

(Article by Steve Wake)
With digitalisation revolutionising technologies and social connectedness driving different demands and ways of working,
most industries find themselves on a new playing field wide open for breakthrough products and a shifting value chain.
New competitors willing to challenge ways of working will continue to disrupt many markets.
The luxury (or myth!) of working in relatively stable markets, long gestation, classically led projects with controlled / known
factors, stringent adherence to planned ways of working, standard working hours, and long term clear roles and
responsibilities of personnel, is a thing of the past for many companies already.
How do we identify the ingredients for modern Project Controls Management …in a hyper-changing environment?
Well we certainly shouldn't keep doing the same thing. Just ask Carillion and Capita...or the Banks or the High Street. Or
even the great big lumbering Learning Legacies. They're all written by the same people.
We are reaping the whirlwind. Brexit approaches. And it will mean something. But what?
Could your organisation be the next Titanic? Will you be stood there muttering 'Unsinkable' as the waves take you to a
better place? Well, quite a few of you will. But there will be others who carry on. Respond react recover and reign supreme.
For a while anyway. These are the resilient the reflective the resourceful. The ready. For them knowledge is a tool set. An
enabler. But not the whole picture.
Picasso was a great artist but knew his tools. When he met with other artists they talked about who made the best paint
brushes! Not art!
The best people know the rules and when to break them. How to choose and when to use. They seek other ways of
understanding and explaining what they do. And that dear reader means looking beyond what you know. Looking beyond
single Bodies of Knowledge and membership. So, don't hold your breath for a global harmonisation do it for yourself. Be
selective. Pick and choose. Think for yourself
I am often asked for my opinion. Here it is for free. My way ahead is focussed on:
1.

Anticipation. THE Emerging body of thought which looks ahead and does not use the past to inform itself.

2.
3.

Earned Benefit. The integration of EVM with Benefits Management
Agile thinking in all things .Especially Benefits Driven Portfolio Management

4.

Project Controls Management as a Life Skill for all. Schoolkids with a GCSE in CM.
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10. Essential Requirements for a successful Project Control Plan.

Project Controls Plan (PCP) is a well-defined documented Project Controls execution strategy that describes specific processes,
procedures, systems, & tools used by the Project Control team throughout the project lifecycle.
According to AACE® International RP No.60R-10, “ The use of a project controls plan is considered a leading indicator for assisting in
the success of the delivery of the project. The time invested in preparing, documenting, and communicating a solid project controls
plan will increase the success of the execution of the project.”
Although documenting the Project Controls Plan is essential for project success, it is NOT enough. There are other requirements that
contribute to a successful implementation of the Project Controls plan. Watch this video to figure out what those essential
requirements are.

1. Fund the Plan
One of the basic yet essential requirements for the successful implementation of the Project Controls Plan is funning the plan. The
project must budget for it. If not budgeted properly, the project control team would have a hard time to provide accurate, consistent,
and timely project information.
Lack of proper funding is a typical issue in many projects. Project Controls function is usually under-funded. I believe this stems from
lack of understanding of the extent of work that the project control team must perform on a project. I’ve experienced such projects
many times. However, I believe with proper education and consistently showing the value that the project control team can
bring to the table, you can slowly overcome the funding issue for Project Controls disciplines.
Sometimes the project is really small and there is neither enough budget not time or resources to develop a detailed project
specific project controls plan for the project. In these situations, a good approach is developing a generic Project Controls Plan for small
projects, where those projects are expected to follow similar structure and execution strategy.
2. Develop Project Control Plan (PCP)
The next step for a successful implementation of Project Controls is the development and documentation of the plan itself.
More details about the project controls plan can be found in other videos, “What kind of a plan is a Project Controls Plan,” and “The
components of the Project Controls Plan.”
3. Review & Validate PCP
Once the Project Controls Plan is developed, it needs to be reviewed and validated by the project team.
The reason for a formal review and approval is to:
 Determine whether the project controls plan provide the required information and is suitable as a basis for control
 Ensure compliance with the company policies and procedures
 Ensure compliance with the project objectives and requirements
 Assess alignment with industry best practices and guidelines
Another reason for a review and authorization process is to establish an official document to comply with throughout the project life
cycle.
4. Communicate the Plan
No matter how well you have defined the Project Controls Plan and how much effort you have invested in its development, it will not
lend to the results you envisioned if you don't communicate it properly to the project team.
Many people stop after the previous step. Once they document and authorize the project controls plan, they archive it on a project
folder or Intranet or publish it to the team with no further communications. This will reduce the effectiveness of the
plan tremendously and might lead to the waste of time and effort in its development in the first place.
To make the project controls plan work, it needs to be communicated to the project team. An effective approach to do so is organizing
an orientation meeting/ workshop with all control account managers and team leads. The Project Control
Lead/Manager typically facilitates this meeting and walks everyone over the Project Controls Plan using some hands-on examples and
what-if scenarios.
5. Staff the Plan
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The project controls plan will be operational if the right staff is assigned and dedicated to the project.
The number of staff assigned to a project depends on several factors such as the size and complexity of a project, contract type,
required deliverables, and level of details.
For smaller projects, the project manager, project leader, or a designate may manage the project control process. For larger projects,
discrete staff may be required to handle functional aspects of the project controls responsibilities, such as cost estimator, cost
controller, planner/scheduler, etc.
6. Set-up Project Controls Systems & Tools
The first step in the implementation of the project controls process is setting up related systems and tools. This includes creating
coding structures in various systems, mapping out the relationships between coding requirements in reference to the systems and
their requirements, providing access and security rights to specific systems/ tools, developing project reporting templates, and much
more.
7. Implement the Project Control Plan
According to AACE RP 60R-10, the project control plan implementation is the process of integrating all aspects of the project controls
plan.
The project team will be required to comply with all associated sections of the project controls plan.
8. Request Revision(s) to Project Controls Plan
The final step in implementing the Project Controls plan incorporating the changes to the plan through a formal change management
process.
The management of change policy should identify who approved the change, who distributes the changes, and how copies will be
managed. This would result in re-issuing the project controls plan with a new revision number and communicating the changes to the
team accordingly.
Summary,
In summary, a successful Project Controls Plan implementation requires proper funding for the development and execution of a welldefined plan. Once developed, it needs to be reviewed and validated to ensure compliance with company’s policies and procedures as
well as project objectives and requirements.
An important aspect of the Project Controls Plan is proper communication of the plan with the project team.
Staffing the plan, setting-up the Project Controls systems and tools, adhering to the plan during execution, and adjusting the plan with
changes are other requirements of a successful Project Controls plan implementation.

2. The Components of The Project Control Plan are :The following elements need to be addressed in the Project Controls Plan:
Project Scope, Execution, & Contracting Strategy Development:






A brief description of the project scope of work
The development & structure of the project WBS
A brief description of the execution strategy (standard, fast track, shut-down, etc.)
A brief description of the contracting strategy (self-perform, a prime contractor, multiple contractors, JV…) and how coding
structure and systems will be integrated (or mapped)
The development & organization of the project Control Accounts

Risk Analysis & Contingency:
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Whether formal risk analysis will be conducted for determining the cost and/or schedule contingency and who is responsible
for conducting the risk workshop.
The target cost and schedule probability/ confidence levels for contingency
If time reserve to be applied to the schedule, how it is done.
The systems/software to be utilized for risk analysis
The process of recording and maintaining the risk register

Schedule Planning & Development:







How the project schedule will be developed, validated, and baselined.
How the schedule basis will be documented.
The tools used for the planning and development of the schedule.
The level of details required for the schedules developed during the project, including resource loading & leveling.
How the resource requirements are determined to support the execution of the project.
How the master schedule will be compiled and who is responsible for the development and maintenance of the master
schedule.

Cost Estimating & Budgeting:








The established Cost Estimate classification system.
The class of Cost Estimate at the end of each project development phase.
How cost estimate basis will be documented.
How the cost estimate will be developed.
How the overall project Cost Estimate will be compiled and who is responsible.
What tools/ software will be used for cost estimating & cost budgeting?
How the cost estimate will be integrated with the schedule.

Project Control Execution
Change Management:








The process for managing changes (from initiation to approval, internal/external, project changes vs. contract changes)
Methods for communicating changes to Project Controls
Project Controls involvement in assessing the changes in project’s cost and schedule
How in-scope changes will be managed
At what point changes will be incorporated into project’s costs and schedule
The responsibilities of contractors in managing and communicating changes
Tools/ Templates for managing changes

Progress Measurement:




How physical progress will be measured (methodologies/ rules of credit)
Expectations from the contractors in measuring and reporting the progress
The interface between schedule control and physical progress measurement

Risk & Contingency Management:





Who manages the contingency in the project
When contingency fund can be utilized ( e.g. for “in-scope” changes?)
How cost contingency and schedule reserve will be allocated/ drawn down
How risks will be revisited during the project

Cost Control:





What tool/system/method will be used for managing & controlling the project costs
How actual costs and expenditures will be collected
How cost forecasting is performed
How project costs will interface with the Owner cost accounting system
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Schedule Control:







What tool/system will be used for managing & controlling the project schedule
How the schedule is updated and maintained
How schedule variances will be reported
What is the strategy around re-baselining
How changes will be incorporated into the schedule
How resources will be tracked and forecasted

Project Performance Assessment






How cost and schedule performance will be measured
What are the acceptable variance thresholds for project’s cost and schedule
How project’s cost and schedule variances are measured
How cost forecasting is performed
How schedule analysis and forecasting is performed

Project Control Reporting & Communication







The scope, content, format, and responsibilities for the preparation, submittal, and approval of the project reports.
Project reporting deliverables and frequency of reporting (Project Reporting Calendar)
Project Controls meeting requirements and frequency of the meetings
File structure for storing project files and information.
Project Controls outputs/ deliverables, required for the execution & management of the project.
Tools/systems used for Project Controls reporting.

Please note that a different structure for the Project Controls Plan is proposed in AACE® International Recommended Practice No.60R10. Make sure that you check it out as well.
Did I overwhelm you with such a big list of items for inclusion in the Project Controls Plan?
Remember, Project Controls Plan doesn’t need to be a lengthy document. It’s better if it is brief and to the point. As long as you are
clear on project controls execution strategy that describes specific processes, procedures, systems, & tools used by the Project Control
team in the project, you should be fine.
You may need to develop more detailed procedures to support the use and implementation of the Project Controls Plan. Examples are
“schedule development & maintenance procedure”, “cost management procedure”, “change management procedure”, and so on.
If your organization has already developed Project Controls procedures, it’s a matter of tailoring those procedures according to the
needs of your project and documenting your overall Project Controls approach for the project.

Is It Necessary to Develop a Project Controls Plan for a Project?
According to International standards, the use of a project controls plan is considered a leading indicator for assisting in the success of
the delivery of the project.
The time that you invest in developing, documenting, and communicating a robust project controls plan will reduce the project
delivery risks and as a result, increases the success of the project execution.
Therefore, any consideration not to develop or implement the project controls plan in whole or portions will introduce a level of risk to
the project.
Although it is very important to develop and document a Project Controls Plan, it is NOT enough. There are other requirements that
you need to consider for the successful implementation of the Project Controls Plan. This will be covered in the next episode.
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11. Writing a Compelling Expert Report

Article by Jeffery Whitfield
Let me begin by explaining that I am an expert witness in Construction disputes, I am an experienced testifying expert. In
some eyes (even if it is only my two eyes) I may also be perceived as an esteemed expert, but this counts for nothing at
home.
I do not hate lawn mowing, it is a task to be done. I do, however, despise it a little. I have managed to avoid this mundane
task for much of my middle age as I have worked abroad for much of the time in the last decade (I certainly ensured I was
working away in grass growing season).
I lived in Dubai for three years and Houston, Texas for two years, not much grass to cut there, bliss!
Now I am back in the UK and working from London and Manchester, close enough to home to be able to resume my lawn
mowing career. I often work from home and despite my cries of severe injustice arising in the world of construction and a
declining infrastructure if I do not stay chained to my desk on sunny days, I am overruled by the Supreme Ruler.
Then when I have achieved my goal of cutting the grass as specified, I am damned with feigned praise by the designated
lawn supervisor. There are several versions of this praise.
“Well done, but its not how I would have done it!”
“Well at least its cut!”
“You would feel much better about yourself if you got the lawnmower out again and gave it one more go!
I think the last statement is virtually lifted from one of my published books, damn my literary aspirations!
Nonetheless, as easy as it is to be disheartened when our lawn manicure is dismissed as a ‘good first effort’, it is equally
disheartening to have our opus magna of an expert report shredded by others. So, how do we avoid that terrible feeling of
worthlessness when our report returns with hundreds of red lines.
Reports to be proud of.
The essence of a great report will always be the content, the brilliance of the opinion and the value of the research, but this
is usually not enough. Editors of all kinds concentrate on those things that they understand, and grammar, spelling and
appearance are all readily understandable whereas your analyses may not be. Hence the concentration of critics and
editors on seemingly less important issues.
Let me be clear here, I have written and lectured for thirty years on good presentation of documents and reports of all
kinds. They must be thorough, concise, clear, understandable to the reader and undaunting. In short, they must
communicate.
First Draft
Twenty years ago I had a Supreme Court Judge in my car as I gave him a lift back to the railway station after a mock
arbitration. He chatted amiably before saying: You have a Law Lord in your car, is there not something you need to ask? I
thought about this unique opportunity and asked:
“What would be the perfect expert report for you as a Judge?” His reply was not really surprising.
“There is not a construction dispute in the history of conflict that could not be summarised in four pages of A4.”
He explained that a brief summary at the beginning of a report was often enough for the Judge to map out the problem
allowing him to dip into the reports as he wanted.
Since then every report of mine has had an executive summary of my opinion not exceeding four pages of A4.
The report should be representative of your approach to the issues and as most cases have similarities it can be time
saving, fee saving and cost saving to have a template ready for your next and all future cases, your clients will thank you.
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A well thought out template is improved over time and it causes us to reflect and fill in blanks we may have overlooked in
our urgency to meet a deadline. The template methodology is used by most experts.
When the report is complete in its first draft, read it over to ensure it says what you mean to say and that the written word
adequately communicates your views. Then test every table, spreadsheet, attachment and appendix to ensure that they
are mathematically correct and that they are properly carried forward to the text.
Finally, check that every text reference, footnote and hyperlink leads where it should, this is a real boon to judges and
arbitrators who otherwise waste time trying to make sense of the insensible.
Peer Review.
I have always insisted on peer review from my first draft onwards, mistakes are much easier to accept when someone who
cares about you finds them. Personally, I involve all levels of staff in my review, this helps them to learn and to understand
that their experts are flawed. Most of the great suggestions I have received on improving my reports have come from
assistants and junior staff who are keen and enthusiastic.
It is also a good opportunity to invite one of these younger people to be your second seat in the arbitration or litigation,
where they can assist the lawyers when you are ‘boxed’ or otherwise barred from the hearing room.
A full and proper review by another expert is essential and wise. They may challenge your style but the most important
aspect they address will be the acceptability of your opinion to an independent audience.
Technology
We should use as much time saving technology as we can. Electronic transfers of data speed things up. Where possible,
spreadsheets and other documents should be sent in native format not just PDF.
Pictures, hyperlinks to reference books and other visual data should be used sensibly so as not to overwhelm the findings of
the report.
Lawyer Suggestions
I always take great care to note the legal team’s comments and incorporate those that improve the report and tie it more
closely to my written instructions. What I do not do and cannot do, is include any opinion that conflicts with my own true
and honest opinion, once all possible alternatives have been researched.
Lawyers are often great at ensuring the grammar and presentation of our reports are flawless. They also understand that a
document that confuses them may do the same to a judge. Their input is valuable and essential.
Conclusion
I have been married to the designated lawn supervisor for many years and so her criticisms and feigned praise are bearable,
but I still do try harder next time.
Let’s blow our client and legal team away with our first draft by following the advice above and we can all avoid the
ambiguous but seemingly innocent phrase:
“It is certainly a good start.”
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12. Project Value Controls with a Balanced Scorecard (BSC)
Article by Joao Miranda
Balanced Scorecards are widely used among business and industry, governments and non-profit organizations.
However, they are not so much discussed within Project Management and Project Controls, in particular. So,
you might wonder why Primaned is writing about them?
If you have been following our blog, you might have read a post questioning the traditional approach of Project
Management, focused on the fulfillment of the so-called triple constraint (scope, time and cost). As it was
referred, project success is shaped not only by its immediate results but, and above all, by the difference these
results will make to stakeholders in the long run, that is, the added value of the project.
This is the basis of a new trend in Project Management. With it, a broader view on projects is established, where
these assume strategic relevance. In fact, modern projects are conceived by organizations (public or private) as
instruments to carry out their strategies. The value of a project is determined, in this context, by its contribution
to the strategy realization and, so, to the whole organization performance.
A bridge must then exist to connect projects to the business and its strategy , that can be attained with Balance
Scorecards.

Balanced Scorecards

Figure 1 – Example of a BSC (2)
Developed and introduced by Kaplan and Norton in 1992, a Balanced Scorecard is typically defined as a tool for
strategy performance measurement, but it is much more than that. It is a methodological framework that helps
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organizations to think through their vision and goals, articulate them in a strategy and finally translate that
strategy into their business operations, as seen in Figure 1.
Without a proper link to execution, strategy becomes a bunch of utopian ideas that fail to be understood and
engaged by executioners. So, it is very seldom realized. This is true for both private and public sector, including
governments.
Ultimately, with a BSC, the vision of the organization is converted into tangible performance measures, allowing
all operations and activities to be aligned with the strategy. Clear objectives and targets are defined, so
everyone will be aware what is expected from them. These will act as benchmark to measure the performance
against and, thus, to evaluate how well the strategy is being implemented.

The Reasoning behind Balanced Scorecards
In the past, organizations were just concerned on the short-term situation. So, performance was just being
evaluated regarding specific financial measures and indicators. Yet, as Kaplan and Norton described, “financial
measures tell the story of past events” which are “inadequate, however, for guiding and evaluating the journey
that information age companies must make to create future value”. [3]
As the name suggests, Balanced Scorecards enabled organizations to balance actual results with less objective
measures that drive future performance, from past and current operations and change initiatives. So, their
measures cover four different perspectives:

Figure 2: The four perspectives of a BSC (4)
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1. Financial – Focus on short-term results of actions taken. In case of public entities this is referred as
stewardship;
2. Customers – The focus is on customer’s satisfaction. Their requirements and needs must be identified
and understood and measures must be created, aligned with those. Known as stakeholders’ perspective
within public entities;
3. Internal Processes – Key business processes and competencies must be identified, excelled and
monitored to ensure satisfactory results;
4. Organizational Capacity – An organization must be able to enhance and innovate their capabilities to
grow. Originally, this was known as Learning and Growth.
With this structure, not only organizations know where they are, but can also look ahead and see where they
are going, to assess if they are creating and delivering sustained value.

Balance Scorecards and Projects
From what was exposed during this post, it seems clear the fit between the basis of the Project Management
new approach and the Balanced Scorecard rationale – creation of long-term value by linking execution to
strategy. Actually, a Balanced Scorecard might be the ideal instrument to “capture, model, analyze, predict,
measure, report and inform” value-related data of projects, that needs to be tracked as we track schedule or
costs.
Project impacts should be assessed, observing strategic performance measures, against some predefined
targets, with a BSC, as any other activity of an organization. These impacts will represent the project value.
As it was exposed in our previous post, with this new trend, Project Controls practitioners were striving to find
instruments that allows to capture and deliver value insight. The solution might lie precisely in this classic tool
prompted by the business management discipline.
Well, it may seem contradictory to discuss a “new trend” and then suggest an “old” tool. Just look at the dates
of the literature references we make. But, in fact, project management getting closer to traditional business
management is just part of the essence of this new trend.
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13. Managing Project Failure

(Article by J.Averous)
When projects begin to slip management often chooses not to tack, but persists along its course until the project
becomes a complete bust. But there are ways to manage an off track project to avoid the worst possible outcome.
Organizations too often linger on projects that are quite evidently failing. The problem most likely is an emotional
attachment to the project that keeps it going until sunk costs become significant.
Managers that face difficult decisions frequently choose to “accept a high probability of making things worse in
exchange for a small hope of avoiding a large loss.” Daniel Kahneman in the book “Think, Fast and Slow”
continues “risk taking of this kind often turns manageable failures into disasters”.
This article describes how to properly manage failure so that an off target project does not become a complete
implosion.
Loss Cutting Considerations
There are several difficult questions to answer in the loss cutting decision-making process. The importance and
impact of the project to your organization should be considered. Is failure life-threatening to your organization? Or
is your organization’s reputation on the line? Has your organization made commitments to the government? Is it
possible to terminate the project for a limited liability? Is it possible to physically “mothball” the infrastructure or,
perhaps, even dismantle it? Answers to these questions should have a profound impact on the decision to
terminate a project.
The 15% Loss Cutting Rule
Make the decision to cut losses sooner rather than later. Early detection of the project gone awry is important.
This requires having a recognition that the project is deteriorating, a sound view of the projects probable
evolution, and a cut losses threshold.
One handy rule states: “cancel any project when its cost growth exceeds 15 percent.” Why 15 percent? Well,
most projects that fail completely miss the target, far worse than a 15% overrun. Successful projects or average
projects remain within that boundary. So 15% is a good heuristic threshold for taking decisive action to conclude a
languishing project.
Avoiding Persistence On Failed Projects
Make certain someone that has authority can provide an impartial arbitration on the prospective failing project.
This person should not have emotional baggage or a historical attachment to the project. Larger organizations
that have a widespread footprint should include decision makers from other geographic locations. And these
personnel should be included on regular project reporting and review updates.
When a project is in jeopardy weigh your options carefully. Consider the projects importance to the lifeline of your
organization. All options are on the table if the organizations survival is in peril. Otherwise more subtle corrections
are appropriate, however, they still need to be decisive enough to change the course of events.
Leadership Changes
Removing a project manager is a difficult decision. A new manager would veer away from previous decisions.
However, the current project manager has established relationships with team members and other stakeholders.
A probable solution is to retain the project manager and bring onboard additional leadership that can drive toward
the desired changes.
Summary
When a project appears to veer off course there are numerous questions to consider and weigh. In particular, is
the organization itself in peril? And can the project terminate with limited liability?
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It is better to ask these questions sooner rather than later. You want the decision to cut losses to come early in
the project lifecycle. Cutting losses at 15% cost growth is a good threshold to consider. And this cut losses
decision is best made by an impartial judge of the project. That is someone not emotionally connected to the
projects outcome.
The process of changing direction often includes leadership updates. But leadership change comes at the
expense of established relationships. A better answer is to retain the project manager and insert additional
authoritative driving leadership.
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14. CPD and Up-Coming Events.
14.1. 20|20/ECITB Training Courses :-

14.2.

The National Employers Symposium – 2019 :-

National Employers Symposium --- 2019
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14.3. Launch of King’s College London “FIDIC Summer School” 2018 :-

The King’s College London Centre of Construction Law is offering for the first time a one-week training course
covering the FIDIC standard form contracts in practice. The course is run by leading practitioners and focuses on
the common and civil law legal frameworks within which the contracts are used. FIDIC contracts lie at the heart
of many international projects, and a good understanding of the applicable law is required. This intensive course
builds on common law and civil principles and examines how the FIDIC standard form processes operate in
various legal systems.
The course will be led by Professor Phillip Capper and Visiting Professor Nicholas Gould. It will run from 18th to
22nd July 2019 and will comprise lectures, seminars, group discussions and workshops.
This new course has been designed to equip talented commercial managers, engineers and lawyers with
advanced legal, commercial and practical knowledge in relation to FIDIC contracts, and the legal background
within which they operate. The lecturers include:
Nael Bunni

Adrian Hughes QC

Virginie Colaiuta

Mrs Justice Jefford DBE,

Wendy MacLaughlin

(High Court Judge, TCC)

Edward Corbett

Professor David Mosey

Jane Davies Evans

Professor Renato Nazzini

Jason Fry

Lindy Patterson QC

Jeremy Glover

Christopher Seppala

Liam Holder

David Streatfield -James QC

DI Mathias Fabich
For enquiries and Application Forms please contact FIDICLondon@gmail.com.
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14.4. UK BIM Alliance Launches Product Data Working Group :-

The UK BIM Alliance has launched a working group to help support construction product data
– the group will encourage the industry to come together to meet the challenges of product
data use and management
The working group will be led by Su Butcher, social strategist and Alliance Executive Team Member. The
announcement comes after Butcher and Alliance Chair Anne Kemp facilitated a meeting of key stakeholders at
the IET in London in January.
Speaking after the decision, Kemp said: “This initiative is essential to bring the industry together on this difficult
topic. It also demonstrates how the Alliance can provide independent leadership and identify and fill the gaps
that are preventing implementation of BIM.”
The working group will be made up of volunteers. Once constituted it aims to spend three months consulting
widely and will produce a short report identifying areas where solutions exist, where they need investigating
and where further work needs to be done.
Butcher trained as an architect and now works with product manufacturers. “This is a topic very close to my
heart, as I see the difficulty both product manufacturers and architects currently have working with data,” she
said.
“Many manufacturers are unwilling to invest any more time because they simply don’t feel there is an agreed
framework and standards to work to. Many architects don’t feel they can access the right information in the
right format, and clients and contractors have issues too. The aim of the Alliance is to move us along the journey
to resolve those issues, and bring the whole industry with us.”
The Alliance has issued a report on their meeting with stakeholders which took place on 10 January. It can be
accessed here: Download Report.
The report explains that the new working group will run a ‘briefing project’ over three months. Volunteers are
sought who are willing to meet stakeholders and do the preliminary research. The outcome will be a briefing
document and roadmap, setting out the current landscape and areas of need, for which the UK BIM Alliance
may commission future projects or invite other stakeholders to carry out projects on its behalf. The document
advises that volunteers should be ‘ready to get their hands dirty’.
Volunteers are requested to contact the Alliance at info@ukbimalliance.org with details of experience and
expertise in product data and team working, and confirming their ability to participate.
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14.5. New ASTA PowerProject Products & Training :-

14.6. British Standards Institute (BSI) Training Courses :-
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14.7. Project Controls Expo’ – 2019 :-

Details at : https://projectcontrolexpo.com/
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15. Final Thoughts.
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